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1.0 Introduction 

This is the GCFC's Yameneko549 bringing you a new FAQ for Pokemon FireRed and 
LeafGreen's Fame Checker. I'll tell you how to get it, where each entry is, 
and what is said in the entry. Ready? Let's go! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2.0 How to Get the Fame Checker 

Ok. In Cereulan City, your Rival fights you near Nugget Bridge. He'll give you 
the Fame Checker, but only if you beat him. I'll help you out on this. 

------- 
RIVAL Battle 
--- 



Charmander Team (If you chose Bulbasaur) 

Lv.18  Pidgeotto       (Flying\Normal) 
Lv.15  Abra            (Psychic) 
Lv.15  Rattata         (Normal) 
Lv.18  Charmander      (Fire) 

Battle Strategy: 
Pidgeotto: Use a Pikachu with Thundershock or Geodude with Rock Throw to waste 
the bird. 

Abra: What a joke. Send out a low level pokemon that needs EXP to beat it. 
Don't worry, it won't attack. 

Rattata: Hyper Fang is your only worry here. Use a Nidoran with Double Kick 
if you have one, otherwise, just use a Lv.15 or above pokemon to waste it. 

Charmander: Your only real worry. If You have Geodude with Magnitude, use it, 
but watch out for Metal Claw. 
--- 
Bulbasaur Team (If You chose Squirtle) 

Lv.18  Pidgeotto       (Flying\Normal) 
Lv.15  Abra            (Psychic) 
Lv.15  Rattata         (Normal) 
Lv.18  Bulbasaur       (Grass\Posion) 

Battle Strategy: 

Pidgeotto: Use a Pikachu with Thundershock or Geodude with Rock Throw to waste 
the bird. 

Abra: What a joke. Send out a low level pokemon that needs EXP to beat it. 
Don't worry, it won't attack. 

Rattata: Hyper Fang is your only worry here. Use a Nidoran with Double Kick 
if you have one, otherwise, just use a Lv.15 or above pokemon to waste it. 

Bulbasaur: Vine Whip, Posion Powder, and Sleep Powder are big worries here.  
Use Items when you need to and don't let up. 
--- 
Squirtle Team (If You chose Charmander) 

Lv.18  Pidgeotto       (Flying\Normal) 
Lv.15  Abra            (Psychic) 
Lv.15  Rattata         (Normal) 
Lv.18  Squirtle        (Water) 

Battle Strategy: 

Pidgeotto: Use a Pikachu with Thundershock or Geodude with Rock Throw to waste 
the bird. 

Abra: What a joke. Send out a low level pokemon that needs EXP to beat it. 
Don't worry, it won't attack. 

Rattata: Hyper Fang is your only worry here. Use a Nidoran with Double Kick 
if you have one, otherwise, just use a Lv.15 or above pokemon to waste it. 

Squirtle: Water Gun and Bite are the main moves it uses. It'll also use  



Withdraw at times. Use a Pikachu with Thundershock. If you don't have a  
Pikachu, just attack with anything. 
------ 

Once you've beaten him, he'll run off, but come back and hand you the  
Fame Checker. It records conversations you've heard, but only certian ones. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3.0: Fame Checker Entries 

In the fame checker, the entries are grouped into what people they are about, 
and can hold six entries in the following format: 

1 2 3
4 5 6

There is also another Entry. When you press Start, you can hear a special 
message from that person themself, addressed to you. 

The entries in this guide will be formated like this: 

Entry # 
Location: 
Subject of the entry: 
What the Entry Says: 

Here we go. 

--- 
2.01: Professor Oak (Prof. Oak) 

Entry #1 
Location: The sign outside of the Pokemon Lab in Pallet 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "OAK POKEMON RESEARCH LAB" 

Entry #2 
Location: Professor Oak himself, after reciving your starter. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "To make a complete guide on all the POKEMON in the world... 
        That was my dream!" 

Entry #3 
Location: The Female Aide in the Pokemon Lab 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "PROF. OAK may not look like much, but he's the authority on POKEMON. 
        Many POKEMON TRAINERS hold him in high regard." 

Entry #4 
Location: Pokemon Journal in the School north of the Pokemon Center. 
          (thanks to DesTwo for the correction) 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "PROF. OAK reportedly lives with his grandchildren, DAISY and (RIVAL)." 

Entry #5 
Location: Agatha of the Elite Four. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "I hear OAK's taken alot of interest in you, child. That old duff was 
        once tough and handsome. But that was decades ago. He's a shadow of 
        his former self." 



Entry #6 
Location: Prof. Oak's Aide in the Pokemon Lab. Only avalible after beating the 
          Elite Four. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "PROF. OAK is going to have his own radio show soon. The progran will 
        be called PROF. OAK'S POKEMON SEMINAR." 
TeraDyne's Notes: This entry is actually refering to Oak's Pokemon Show on the 
                 Johto and Kanto radio network in Pokemon Gold and Silver. 

Prof. Oak's Entry: "Why do POKEMON compete and battle so hard for you? They 
                    do so because the can see the love and trust you have 
                    towards POKEMON. Never forget that." 

--- 
2.02 Daisy Oak (DAISY) 

Entry #1 
Location: Oak's Aide in the Pokémon Lab (Only after the Elite 4) 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "If you show DAISY your POKéMON, she can tell how much it likes you. 
        Occasionally, she will even groom a POKéMON for you."    

Entry #2 
Location: Talk the the woman next to the President of the Pokémon Fan Club. 
          Only avalible after beating the Elite 4. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "But the person who is most liked by POKéMON is DAISY, I think." 

Entry #3 
Location: A small island in Five Island's Water Labyrinth. You HAVE to show 
          him the Togepi that hatches from the egg he gives you to get this 
          one. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "She was gently grooming a POKéMON... She was a little angel. That 
        little girl's name... I think it was DAISY." 

Entry #4 
Location: Pokemon Journal in the Viridian City Pokémon Center. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "PROF. OAK reportedly lives with his grandchildren, DAISY and (RIVAL)." 

Entry #5 
Location: The old lady that give's you the TEA at Celadon Mansion. Only 
avalible after the Elite Four. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "A girl form PALLET TOWN, DAISY, she enjoys TEA every day. She visits 
        the CELADON DEPT. STORE to buy some TEA." 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokemon Journal in the Four Island Pokémon Center. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "The SPRING POKéMON CONTEST'S GRAND CHAMPION is DAISY OAK of PALLET 
TOWN." 

Daisy's Entry: "While I was comfortably enjoying my tea breaks, you've grown 
                very skilled and powerful. I hope you'll remain a good rival 
                to my little brother." 

--- 



2.03 Brock

Entry #1 
Location: Gym Sign next to his Gym in Pewter City. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "PEWTER CITY POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: BROCK 
        The rock-Solid POKéMON TRAINER!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Brock, Leader of the Pewter City Gym. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "My rock-hard willpower is evident in even my POKéMON. My POKéMON are 
        all rock hard and have true-grit determination. That's right - my 
        POKéMON are all ROCK type!" 

Entry #3 
Location: Fat Man infront of the Pewter Coty Pokémon Center. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "There aren't many serious POKéMON TRAINERS here. They're all BUG 
        CATCHERS, you know, just hobbists. But PEWTER GYM's BROCK isn't like 
        that, not at all." 

Entry #4 
Location: Boy near the Route 4 Pokémon Center. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "BROCK is cool. He's not just tough. People like and respect him. I 
        want to become a GYM LEADER like him." 

Entry #5 
Location: Old man in the Northeast corner of MT. Moon first floor. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "Hi, I'm excavating for fossils here under MT. MOON. Sometimes, BROCK 
        of PEWTER GYM lends me a hand." 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokémon Journal in Pewter Museum near where you get the Old Amber. 
          Search the last shelf from the left. Not avalible until you have 
          the rest of the Brock entries. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "BROCK rarely laughs, but is said to be unable to stop if he sarts." 

Brock's Entry: "In this big world of ours, there must be many tough TRAINERS. 
                Let's both keep training and making ourselves stronger!" 

--- 
2.04 Misty

Entry #1 
Location: Gym Sign near the Cerulean City Gym 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "CERULEAN CITY POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: MISTY 
        The Tomboyish Mermaid!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Misty in the Cerulean City Gym 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "My policy is an all-out offensive with WATER-type POKéMON!" 



Entry #3 
Location: Swimmer Luis in the Cerulean City Gym 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "MISTY is a trainer who's going to keep improving. She won't lose to 
        someone like you!" 

Entry #4 
Location: Young Man near the Fuchia-side entrance to the Seafoam Islands. 
Subject: There's a rumor.... 
Entry: "Strong TRAINERS and WATER POKéMON are common sights in these parts. 
        They say that MISTY of the CERULEAN GYM train's here." 

Entry #5 
Location: Woman on the Cerulean Cape in front of Bill's house. 
Subject: There's a rummor... 
Entry: "This cape is a famous date spot. MISTY, the GYM LEADER, has high hopes 
        about this place." 
TeraDyne's Notes: This is actually refering to Pokémon Gold\Silver, where you 
                  crash Misty's date when you find her at the very same spot. 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the Cerulean City Pokemon Center. Not avalible 
          until you get the rest of the Misty entries and beat the Elite 
          Four. (Thanks MetroidHunter. ^_^) 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "MISTY is said to worship LORELEI of the ELITE FOUR." 
TeraDyne's Notes: If this is true, then we now know why she uses only water 
                  pokémon. 

Misty's Entry: "I'm going to keep training here at this GYM. When I get better, 
                I'd love to hit the road and travel." 

--- 
2.05 Lt. Surge 

Entry #1 
Location: Gym Sign near the Vermilion City Gym. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "VERMILION CITY POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: LT. SURGE 
        The Lightning American!" 
TeraDyne's Notes: American? o_O; If he's American, I'd love to have a ticket to 
                  Kanto, Jhoto, or Hoenn. 

Entry #2 
Location: LT. Surge in the Vermilion Gym 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "I tell you, kid, electric POKéMON saved me during the war!" 
TeraDyne's Notes: Now he says he was in a war? I just won't ask. 

Entry #3 
Location: Gentleman Tucker in the Vermilion Gym 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "When I was in the Army, LT. SURGE was my strict CO. He was a hard  
        taskmaster." 
TeraDyne's Notes: OK! Now we know he was in the Army. Nintendo? I need to have 
                  a little talk with you. 

Entry #4 
Location: Gentleman Tucker in the Vermilion Gym 



Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "LT. SURGE was always famous for his cautious nature in the Army." 

Entry #5 
Location: Sailor Dwayne in the Vermilion Gym 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "LT. SURGE installed the traps in the GYM himself. He set up double 
        locks everyhere." 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokemon Journal in the Vermilion City Pokémon Center. only avalible 
          after getting the other LT. Surge entries. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "LT SURGE is rumored to have been a piolt while home in America. He 
        used electricity generated by POKéMON to power his plane." 

LT. Surge's Entry: "Hey, kid! You electrified me in our battle! I didn't 
                    know there were any gutsy TRAINERS like you. It made me 
                    change my mind about you! 

--- 
2.06 Erika

Entry #1 
Location: Gym Sign near the Celadon City Gym 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "CELEDON CITY POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: ERIKA 
        The Nature-Loving Princess!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Erika of the Celadon Gym 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "I am a student of the art of flower arranging. My POKéMON are solely 
        of the GRASS type." 

Entry #3 
Location: Lola in the Celadon Gym 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "Our LEADER ERIKA might be quiet, but she's famous around here." 

Entry #4 
Location: Tamia in the Celadon Gym 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "We only use GRASS-type POKéMON at our GYM. Why? We also use them for 
        making flower arrangments!" 

Entry #5 
Location: Erika of the Celadon Gym 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "I would never collect POKéMON if they were unattractive." 
TeraDyne's Notes: I though she was nice? Sounds like the Gold\Silver RIVAL 
                  to me. -_-; 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the bookshelf on the second floor of the Celadon 
          Mansion. Only avalible after getting the other Erika entries. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "Rumor has it that if you peek into CELADON GYM, you can often see 
        ERIKA snoozing." 



Erika's Entry: "I am so glad there are strong TRAINERS like you. That  
                awareness alone inspires and motivate's me to try harder. 
                Visit me again. Zzz..." 
TeraDyne's Notes: That was supposed to make me feel good? 

--- 
2.07 Koga 

Entry #1 
Location: Gym Sign near the Fuchsia City Gym. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "FUCHSIA CITY POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: KOGA 
        The Posionous Ninja Master" 

Entry #2 
Location: Koga of the Fuchsia Gym. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "Despair to the creeping horror of POSION-type POKéMON!" 

Entry #3 
Location: Kirk in the Fuchsia City Gym. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "Even though I lost, I will keep training according to the teachings 
        of KOGA, my ninja master." 

Entry #4 
Location: Charine near the Chansey Cage in front of the Safari Zone. Only 
          avalible after beating the Elite 4. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "My father is the GYM LEADER of this town. I'm training to use POSION 
        POKéMON as well as my father." 
TeraDyne's Notes: "Casey Bennink told me about this in an email: 
                   ' Koga's daughter seems to have a different name in this 
                     than she does in g/s/c. In fr/lg her name is charine  
                     while in g/s/c her name is janine (the fushcia city gym  
                     leader) ' " 

Entry #5 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the Warden's House. It's the blue bookshelf. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "KOGA is said to have thorough knowledge of medicine. He even concocts 
        medicine to nurse his POKéMON to health." 

Entry #6 
Location: Old man in the Area 2 Rest House in the Safari Zone. (Thanks to 
          many people for the correction) 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "The SAFARI ZONE's huge, wouldn't you say? FUCHSIA's GYM LEADER, KOGA, 
        patrols the grounds every so often. Thanks to him, we can play here 
        knowing that we're safe. 

Koga's Entry: "You and I, we must both set our sights higher and work towards 
               meeting our challenges. Mow, I must go train my daughter." 

--- 
2.08 Sabrina 

Entry #1 



Location: Gym Sign near the Saffron City Gym. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "SAFFRON CITY POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: SABRINA 
        The Master of PSYCHIC POKéMON!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Three Island, inside the left house of the two houses on north fence. 
          The boy on the right side of the table. (Thanks to Maru Sakura for 
          pointing out how confusing those directions were) (Thanks to many 
          people for pointing out that it was Three Island) 
Subject: Favorite type of POKéMON? 
Entry: "You know about a girl GYM LEADER in SAFFRON CITY? She uses PSHYCHIC 
        type POKéMON, right?" 

Entry #3 
Location: Sabrina of the Saffron City Gym. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "I have had psychic powers since I was a child. It started with a 
        spoon I carelessly tossed, bent." 

Entry #4 
Location: Sabrina of the Saffron Gym. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "I dislike battling, but if you wish, I will show you my powers!" 

Entry #5 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the Saffron City Pokémon Center. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "People say that SABRINA can communicate with her POKéMON during 
        battle without speaking." 

Entry #6 
Location: Tyron in the Saffron Gym. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "SABRINA just wiped out the KARATE MASTER next door." 

Sabrina's Entry: "The love you have towards your POKéMON... It was a power 
                  that was never bested by my psychic power." 

--- 
2.09 Blaine 

Entry #1 
Location: Gym Sign near the Cinnabar Gym. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "CINNABAR ISLAND POKéMON GYM 
        LEADER: BLAINE 
        The Hotheaded Quiz Master!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Blaine of Cinnabar Gym. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "My firey POKéMON are all rough and ready with intense heat! They 
        incinerate all challengers!" 

Entry #3 
Location: Derek in the Cinnabar Gym. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "Our LEADER, BLAINE, became lost in the mountains but good. Night fell 



        and a fiery bird POKéMON appeared. Its ligh allowed BLAINE to find his 
        way down safely. 

Entry #4 
Location: Woman walking near the Cinnabar Gym. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "CINNABAR GYM's BLANE is quite the odd fellow. He's lived on the island 
        since way before the LAB was built." 

Entry #5 
Location: Photo on the wall behind Blaine in the Cinnabar Gym. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "It's a photo of BLAINE and MR. FUJI. They're standing shoulder to 
        shoulder with big grins." 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the Resort Gorgeous near Island Five. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "BLAINE is said to remove his dark shades only when he is thinking up 
        new quiz questions." 

Blaine's Entry: "My FIRE POKéMON! They'll become even more powerful! And now, 
                 a quiz. How many kinds of FIRE-type POKéMON are there?" 
TeraDyne's Notes: It's 11 in Kanto, 9 in Jhoto, and 6 in Hoenn, totaling 26! 
                  (Thanks goes out to Patguy64 for pointing out my mistake.) 

--- 
2.10 Giovanni 

Entry #1 
Location: Giovanni in the Celadon City Rocket Hideout. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "TEAM ROCKET captures POKéMON from around the world. They're important 
        tools for keeping our criminal enterprise going. I am the leader, 
        GIOVANNI!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Researcher in Silph CO. Building 5th floor. The one pacing. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "Those thugs that took over our building... Their BOSS said he was 
        looking for strong POKéMON." 

Entry #3 
Location: Researcher on 8th floor of Silph Co. He's facing a Tree holding a 
          nugget. 
Subject: What it this person like? 
Entry: "TEAM ROCKET's BOSS is terribly cruel! To him, POKéMON are just tools 
        to be used." 

Entry #4 
Location: Giovanni at the Viridian Gym. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "Welcome to my hideout! It shall be so until I restore TEAM ROCKET to 
        its former glory. 

Entry #5 
Location: The advisor in Viridian Gym. The one who helps you and cheers for  
          you. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "Blow me away! GIOVANNI was the GYM LEADER of VIRIDIAN?" 



Entry #6 
Location: Talk to a Team Rocket Scientist in the Rocket Warehouse on 
          Five Island. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "You... you're not GIOVANNI's kid are you? No, that can't be right. 
        GIOVANNI's kid had red hair." 
TeraDyne's Notes: Could it be the RIVAL on Gold and Silver is GIOVANNI's son? 

Giovanni's Entry: "There is nothing I wish to say to you. I will concentrate 
                   solely on bettering myself, and none other." 

--- 
2.11 Lorelei 

Entry #1 
Location: Lorelei of the Elite Four. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "I am LORELEI of the ELITE FOUR." 

Entry #2 
Location: Lorelei of the Elite Four. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "No one can best me when it comes to icy POKéMON." 

Entry #3 
Location: Old Man in the Four Island PokéMart. 
Subject: Where was this person born? 
Entry: "We've had a great and powerful TRAINER grow up on this island. I bet 
        even you'd know her. It's LORELEI of the ELITE FOUR!" 

Entry #4 
Location: Pokemon Journal in the Five Island Pokémon Center. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "Known for her logical, calculated, and cool style of battling, 
        LORELEI has a surprising secret!" 

Entry #5 
Location: Little girl next to Lorelei's house on Four Island. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "Did you know that LORELEI has lots and lots of stuffed dolls? Every 
        time she comes back to FOUR ISLAND, her collection grows!" 

Entry #6 
Location: Old Lady near the lake on Four Island. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "The LAPRAS she has, I imagine it to be the one she met as a child.  
        I beleive it was in ICEFALL CAVE that she caught it. Perhaps that 
        POKéMON has been with her ever since." 
        (Thanks to Dan Scarborough for alerting me of the mistakes in this 
         entry. Not sure if it was my bad or the format was screwed up by 
         GameFAQs, but my copy wasn't like it. I pulled a copy directly 
         from the site and it was. Not sure how to call it. X_X;) 

Lorelei's Entry: "I needed to thank you for your help. But that has nothing 
                  to do with our battles. You'd better watch out next time!" 

--- 
2.12 Bruno



Entry #1 
Location: Bruno of the Elite Four. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "I am BRUNO of the ELITE FOUR!" 

Entry #2 
Location: Bruno of the Elite Four. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "I've lived and trained with my fighting POKéMON!" 

Entry #3 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the Pokemon Trainer Fan Club  
          in Saffron. Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "BRUNO apparently joined the ELITE FOUR out of his burning ambition 
        to battle the best TRAINERS." 

Entry #4 
Location: Blackeblt in the Ember Spa on One Island. Avalible only after 
          beating the Elite Four 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "BRUNO, who is a senior ahead of me, visit's the SPA on occasion. Both 
        his own and his POKéMON's." 

Entry #5 
Location: Woman on Two Island near the Game Corner. Avalible only after you 
          beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "He's one of the ELITE FOUR. His name is BRUNO. He went away  
        disappointed when he found out they were all sold out of Rage 
        Candybars." 

Entry #6 
Location: Blackbeld near the Puzzle cave in Seavault Canyon on Seven Island. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "Even BRUNO, he trained with a fellow by the name of BRAWLY before." 
Gekigangar3's Notes: Brawly was the Dewford Town Gym Leader in Pokémon  
                     Ruby/Sapphire: he specialised in Fighting-Type Pokémon. 

Bruno's Entry: "The super power of your POKéMON and you I've experienced 
                myself. Next time, maybe I shoud show you how to train  
                yourself." 

--- 
2.13 Agatha 

Entry #1 
Location: Agatha of the Elite Four 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "I am Agatha of the Elite Four." 

Entry #2 
Location: Blackbelt near the Indigo Plateu Pokémon Center booth.  
          Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "AGATHA's GHOST-type POKéMON are horrifically terrifying in toughness." 

Entry #3 
Location: Blackbelt near the Indigo Plateu Pokémon Center booth. 
          Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four the first time. 



          (Thanks to Casey Bennink for correcting me.) 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "That old lady's also got a really short fuse, too. It doesn't take 
       anything to get that scary lady hollering." 

Entry #4 
Location: Pokemon Journal in the Seven Island Pokémon Center. 
Subject: There's a rummor... 
Entry: "In her youth, AGATHA and PROF. OAK were rivals who vied for 
        supremacy as TRAINERS." 

Entry #5 
Location: Agatha of the Elite Four 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "I hear Oak's taken alot of interest in you, child. That old duff was 
        once tough and handsome. But that was decades ago. He's a shadow of 
        his former self." 

Entry #6 
Location: Old Lady in the Pokemort on Six Island 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "Take Agatha, for example. She set a record for being the oldest-ever 
        Elite Four member." 

Agatha's Entry: "When you grow older, don't you dare go soft like that old 
                 coot OAK! Be like me and keep battling on!" 

--- 
2.14 Lance

Entry #1 
Location: Lance of the Elite Four. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "I lead the ELITE FOUR. You can call me LANCE the dragon TRAINER." 

Entry #2 
Location: Lance of the Elite Four. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "You know that dragons are mythical POKéMON. They're hard to catch  
        and raise, but their powers are superior. They're virtually 
        indestructable. There's no being clever with them." 

Entry #3 
Location: Woman near the Pokémon Trainer Fan Club in Saffron.  
          Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "He stands for justice! He's cool, and yet passionate! He's the 
        greatest, LANCE!" 

Entry #4 
Location: Little girl on the second floor of the Celadon Dept. Store. 
          Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "We have a customer, LANCE, who occasionally comes. He always 
        buys capes. I wonder... Does he have many identical capes at home?" 

Entry #5 
Location: Pokémon Journal near the Indigo Plateu Pokémon Center Booth. 
          Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: Family and friends? 



Entry: "LANCE's grandfather is thought to be the elder of a famous clan of 
       dragon masters." 

Entry #6 
Location: Kid near the Indigo Plateu Pokémon Center Booth. 
          Avalible only after you beat the Elite Four. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "From what I've heard, LANCE has a cousin who's a GYM LEADER somewhere 
        far away." 
TeraDyne's Notes: This entry's refering to Clair of Blackthorn in Pokemon 
                  Gold and Silver. 

Lance's Entry: "I'm considering going back to my hometown. I want to retrain 
                my DRAGON-type POKéMON and strenghten them. I'd like to invite 
                you to my hometown someday." 
TeraDyne's Notes: His hometown is Blackthorn City in Jhoto on Pokemon Gold and 
                  silver. 

--- 
2.15 Bill 

Entry #1 
Location: Your RIVAL in Cerulean City. Comes with the Fame Checker. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "After all, BILL's world-famous as a POKéMANIAC. He invented the 
        POKéMON Storage System on PC, too. 
TeraDyne's Note: He also designed Jhoto's Pokémon storage system. 

Entry #2 
Location: Kid with a yellow cap in the Cerulean City Pokémon Center. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "Bill has lots of POKéMON! He collects rare ones, too!" 

Entry #3 
Location: Bill's grandfather in Fuchsia City, in the house next to the Gym. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "He's my grandson! He always liked collecting thing, even as a child!" 

Entry #4 
Location: Celio in the One Island Pokémon Center. Said somewhat randomly after 
          getting both the Ruby and Sapphire to him. 
Subject: Favorite kind of POKéMON? 
Entry: "BILL is a POKéMANIAC, so he likes every kind. Apparently, the first 
        one he caught was an ABRA." 

Entry #5 
Location: Celio in the One Island Pokémon Center. Said somewhat randomly after 
          getting both the Ruby and Sapphire to him. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "Bill's hometown is GOLDENROD CITY, where his folks still live. I've 
        heard it's quite the festive, bustling city." 
TeraDyne's Notes: You meet him there in Pokemon Gold and Silver. 

Entry #6 
Location: Celio in the One Island Pokémon Center. Said somewhat randomly after 
          getting both the Ruby and Sapphire to him. 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "Apparently, BILL can't stomach milk at all." 

TeraDyne's Notes: Joshua Levy suggested a good way of getting the last three 



                  entries: 

                 "So when you are the pokemon leauge master, go to island one, 
                  talk to Celio go back in and out of the pokemon center to  
                  get different sayings..." 

Bill's Entry: "Hey, there! CELIO had nothing but praise for you. Hearing 
               that makes me happy. When you catch some rare POKéMON, come 
               show me, okay? Promise!" 

--- 
2.16 Mr. Fuji (Fuji) 

Entry #1 
Location: The little girl in Mr. Fuji's house. 
Subject: What does this person do? 
Entry: "He's really kind. He looks after abandoned and orphaned POKéMON." 

Entry #2 
Location: Team Rocket Grunt in Pokémon Tower while saving Mr. Fuji. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "This old guy marched right up to our HIDEOUT. Then, he starts 
        ranting about how TEAM ROCKET's abusing POKéMON. So, we're just 
        talking it over as adults." 

Entry #3 
Location: Magazine in Mr. Fuji's table. 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "POKéMON FAN MAGAZINE 
        Monthly Grand Prize Drawing! 
        The application form is... Gone! it's been clipped out. Someone must 
        have applied already." 

Entry #4 
Location: Old man in the Lavender Town Pokemon Center. Only avalible after 
          beating the Elite Four. (Thanks to Joshua Levy for the  
          correction. ^_^; ) 
Subject: There's a rumor... 
Entry: "I hear MR. FUJI's not from these part's originally, either." 

Entry #5 
Location: Photo on the wall behind Blaine in the Cinnabar Gym. 
Subject: Family and friends? 
Entry: "It's a photo of BLAINE and MR. FUJI. They're standing shoulder to 
        shoulder with big grins." 

Entry #6 
Location: Pokémon Journal in the Cinnabar Island Pokémon Center. (Thanks to 
          StarCrafter25 for telling me that you can get this one before 
          having all the rest) (Possibily only after the Elite 4) 
Subject: What is this person like? 
Entry: "Editor: The shy MR. FUJI turned down our interview requests. He is a 
        kindly man who is adored and respected in LAVENDER TOWN." 

Mr. Fuji's Entry: "Instead of hoping for the happiness of just your POKéMON... 
                   ...Can I get you to wish for the happiness of all POKéMON?" 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
4.0 Discussion on various Fame Checker Entries 



Here, I'll post things people have sent me concerning various FC entries. 

CyrusMajin writes: 

I have some theories and facts about the translation of the Pokemon 
games that you might find useful for your FAQ.  So here we go. 

1)  You seem to have a problem with Nintendo (though GameFreaks was 
the actual development company) making Lt. Serge a verteran of the 
American Army in Leaf Green/Fire Red.  First, this has always been the 
case in the Japanese version of the first games in the series (called 
Red and Green in Japan).  Having played at least to that point in the 
Japanese, I can verify that Serge is American by the fact that the 
game says so in Katakana on the sign infront of his gym which says 
[through romanizing the kana] 'Laitoningu American" or Lightning 
American and by token of the fact that he and all the trainers are 
talking in Katakana, which is used for foreign words, to emulate his 
speaking English in the game.  Through reading the Katakana of Serge 
and the other trainers of his gym, I can also verify that he was a 
member of the Army.  However, I don't recall him having been in a war. 
As far as how the section was translated in Red/Blue I can't tell you 
if this information was kept when it was localized.  And as far as how 
Johto, Kanto, and Hoen are on our planet, I guess the best explanation 
is that they are a set of islands that haven't yet been discovered. 
(Note: Pokemon is not the first game/fictional story to have a made up 
place be somewhere on our planet so connecting it to the real world 
has little importance). 

2)  The difference in the spelling of Koga's daughter name between 
G/S/C and FR/LG is just a difference in translation.  It could have 
been that the translation team for G/S/C thought that "Charine" 
(Possible pronounciation: Chyah-ree-neh) was to wierd of a name and 
chose one that was spelled almost the same as the romaji version there 
by giving us the name Janine.  This is the same reason that there is a 
difference between the Japanese names of some Pokemon and the English 
names.  (note: The Pikachu line is one of th ones left unchanged in 
translation.) 

Dan Scarborough writes: 
I read through your FAQ, and, while it was very helpful, I feel I  
should tell you that Kanto, Johto, and Hoenn (spelled with two n's) are not  
made up, but actully based on areas in Japan.  Hoenn is based on the island  
of Kyûshû, rotated ninety degrees.  Kanto is based on the Kantou plains.   
Johto is a conglomeration of areas in Japan, and Orre, the area in Pokemon  
Colluseum is, believe it or not, based on the area around Phoenix, Arizona  
("Phenac" and "Phoenix" get it?). 

Tom writes: 
In your FAQ for the Fame Checker in FireRed/LeafGreen, I read though it and  
picked up on a connection for Lance. They mention a 'grandfather' who is  
the elder of a dragon masters thing. Could this possibly be the Dragon  
Master of the Elite Four in Hoenn? 

TeraDyne's Notes: 
I'm going to have to agree with Tom here. Drake is most likely Lance's 
grandfather. For one thing, he looks like he would be Lance's grandfather. He 
also acts like Lance in certian ways, like his choice of wording before you 
battle him. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



5.0 Legal Crud 

Pokemon and all characters, towns, ect... are copyright Nintendo, Creatures, 
and Game Freak. 

Format and information copyright TeraDyne. Do not use unless I give the okay. 

Current places allowed to use my FAQ: 
GameFAQs (http://www.gamefaqs.com) 
TeraDyne's Lair (http://shawnofgcfc.coolfreepages.com) 
Serebii SSP (http://www.serebii.net) 
Pokemon Dream (http://pokedream.com/) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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              6th entry. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
7.0 Contact Information 

You can reach me the following ways: 

E-Mail: SC5TeraDyne@sbcglobal.net 
G-Mail: DualTeraDyne@gmail.com 
AIM: DualLigerVr1 
YIM: Yameneko549 
MSNM: Triforceofthelyrans@hotmail.com 

Note that I don't check my Gmail much, so, if you have something major to ask 
me\report to me, use my main email address. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
8.0 Version History 



FINAL = First Version. Thought to be final. -_-; 
Final2 = Second Version. Some mistakes were fixed. Never posted. 
GCFC = Third Version. Several mistakes fixed. Version is named after the group 
       I'm with, the Gameshark Codes Fun Club, though I don't use cheats on 
       FireRed\LeafGreen. To unstable. ^_^; 
4.0 = Fourth Version. A few mistakes were fixed. 
5.0 = Fifth Version. Added a site to the permissions list and added some notes. 
Omega = Sixth Version. Corrected a few mistakes. Got it in a little later than 
        planned, but I didn't have enough to update at the time. 
Allstar = A few corrections and a new section.  
Dual = One correction this update. 
Emerald = A few corrections and a note from a reader.
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